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This study investigates the sensitivity of moist processes and surface precipitation during three
extreme precipitation events over Belgium to the representation of rain, snow and hail size
distributions in a bulk one-moment microphysics parameterisation scheme. Sensitivities
included the use of empirically derived relations to calculate the slope parameter and diagnose
the intercept parameter of the exponential snow and rain size distributions and sensitivities to
the treatment of hail/graupel. A detailed evaluation of the experiments against various high
temporal resolution and spatially distributed observational data was performed to understand
how moist processes responded to the implemented size distribution modifications.
Net vapour consumption bymicrophysical processeswas found to beunaffected by snowor rain size
distribution modifications, while it was reduced replacing formulations for hail by those typical for
graupel, mainly due to intense sublimation of graupel. Cloud optical thickness was overestimated in
all experiments and all cases, likely due to overestimated snowamounts. The overestimation slightly
deteriorated by modifying the rain and snow size distributions due to increased snow depositional
growth, while it was reduced by including graupel. The latter was mainly due to enhanced cloud
water collection by graupel and reduced snow depositional growth. Radar reflectivity and cloud
optical thickness could only be realistically represented by inclusion of graupel during a stratiform
case, while hail was found indispensable to simulate the vertical reflectivity profile and the surface
precipitation structure. Precipitation amountwasnotmuch alteredby any of themodificationsmade
and the general overestimation was only decreased slightly during a supercell convective case.
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1. Introduction

A proper simulation of severe precipitation within numer-
ical weather predictionmodels requires thatmoist processes in
the atmosphere are adequately represented. An indispensable
part in the turnover ofwater vapour to clouds and precipitation
is the parameterisation of microphysical cloud processes. Due
to the small scales of processes involved, a large number of
ivision, Brookhaven

verberg).
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simplifications and assumptions on e.g. size distributions of the
several hydrometeors have to be made.

Typically, microphysical processes have been represented in
numerical models by one-moment bulk (OMB) microphysical
schemes, representing a single size distributionon thebulk of the
hydrometeor species within a model grid cell and having only
one prognostic moment of a hydrometeor's size distribution,
being its mixing ratio (third moment if spherical particles are
assumed; e.g. Lin et al., 1983; Rutledge and Hobbs, 1983; Cotton
et al., 1986). Current advances inmicrophysics can be subdivided
in at least two main directions. A first sophistication involves a
higher number of predicted moments, such as the number
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concentration (zeroth moment; e.g. Ferrier, 1994; Seifert and
Beheng, 2006) or the radar reflectivity (sixth moment; e.g.
Milbrandt and Yau, 2005). A second direction consists of
separating the mass contents in several size categories (bin or
spectral microphysical schemes, e.g. Kogan, 1991; Khain et al.,
1999; Ovtchinnikov and Kogan, 2000). As it remains unclear
what themain drawbacks formany processes are of theway size
distributions in OMB schemes are represented, thorough
evaluation and sensitivity studies using such schemes remain
valuable (e.g. Woods et al., 2007; Cohen and McCaul, 2006),
however. OMB microphysics schemes remain the workhorse in
numerical weather prediction to this day, due to their low
computational cost.

Many of the studies to OMB microphysical parameterisa-
tions over the past decade were conducted for either warm
season convection or frontal stratiform precipitation and had a
focus on a single microphysical parameter only. Often that
parameter was concerned with hail/graupel in studies on
convection (Gilmore et al., 2004; McCumber et al., 1991;
Smedsmo et al., 2005) and with snow in studies on frontal
stratiform precipitation (Colle et al., 2005; Woods et al., 2007).
In operational weather forecasting a single model set up is
neededwhich is providing good simulation for both convective
and stratiform situations. For that reason it is interesting to
understand what impact a model modification made to
improve the moist processes under a certain synoptic situation
has in other synoptic situations. Furthermore, most of the
studies to the influence of microphysical processes on
convective storms have been conducted for idealised condi-
tions, initialising themodel with a single sounding. While such
studies are more straightforward to interpret, they have the
disadvantage that they cannot be easily verified against
observational data. In recent years, many efforts have been
done to obtain spatially distributed observational data with
high temporal resolution from spaceborne and ground-based
remote sensors, such as satellite and weather radar, largely
increasing knowledge on the three-dimensional atmospheric
conditions during intense precipitation events.

This research discusses a number of experiments in which
size distribution assumptions of a typical OMB microphysical
scheme have been more realistically represented for both
stratiform and convective intense precipitation situations.
Using a broad range of high resolution observational data this
research wants to gain more insight in to what extent a more
realistic representation of the size distribution assumptions
also leads to a model improvement of the representation of
moist processes during intense precipitation events. In this
work our primary focus is on the spatial scale and not on the
temporal scale. A detailed description of the model setup, the
cases studied and the available observational data products is
given in Section 2. Section 3 provides an overview of the
microphysics experiments and results of these experiments are
compared against observational data in Section 4. Conclusions
and issues for further research are discussed in Section 5.

2. Model setup and observational data

2.1. ARPS description

ARPS is a nonhydrostatic mesoscale meteorological model
developed at the University of Oklahoma (Xue et al., 2000,
2001). The finite-difference equations of the model are
discretised on an Arakawa C-grid, employing a terrain-
following coordinate in the vertical direction. Advection is
solved with a fourth-order central differencing scheme and
leapfrog time stepping. Land surface processes are parame-
terised following Noilhan and Planton (1989). The model was
applied using one-way grid nesting with two levels. Data on a
0.25° horizontal resolution from the global operational model
operated by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) were used as initial conditions and as 6-
hourly lateral boundary conditions for the model run with a 9-
km grid spacing and a domain size of 1620×1620 km. Within
this domain, a smaller domain centred over Belgium and
covering540×540 kmwith a 3-kmgrid spacingwasnested. An
overview of the model domain is shown in Fig. 1. In all
simulations, 50 levelswereused in the verticalwith a spacingof
20 mnear the surface, increasing to 1 kmnear the upper-model
boundary, which was located at a 20-km altitude. All simula-
tions were initialised with a 12 h spin-up period, beginning at
1200 UTC on the previous day. All of the analysis in the
following sections is concerned with the 0000 UTC – 2400 UTC
period, excluding the spin-up period, if not stated otherwise.
Turbulence was represented by the 1.5-order turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) model, and Sun and Chang (1986) parameterisa-
tion for the convective boundary layer. The Kain-Fritsch (Kain
and Fritsch, 1993) cumulus parameterisation was used in the
largest domain, while convection was explicitly simulated at
the smaller domain. Cloud microphysics was parameterised
following Lin et al. (1983) including five hydrometeor types
(cloud water, cloud ice, rain water, snow and hail). In order to
suppress numerical noise a fourth order monotonic computa-
tional mixing was applied, following Xue (2000).

2.2. Case description

In order to assess the impact of more realistic size
distribution assumptions in a bulk microphysical scheme
under different synoptic conditions three cases were selected
with a very different nature of processes leading to heavy
precipitation. In afirst case (further referred to as the stratiform
case) precipitation was initiated by large-scale uplift during a
classical warm- and cold-frontal overpass. Further two cases of
severe convection were selected, one having strong mid-level
wind shear and moderate buoyancy, being a typical environ-
ment for supercell thunderstorms (further referred to as the
supercell convective case) and the other having no vertical
wind shear but strong buoyancy favouring multicell thunder-
storms (further referred to as the convective multicell case). A
detailed description of the synoptic and mesoscale features of
these three cases is provided in the next paragraphs.

2.2.1. Frontal stratiform case
On 23 November 2006 a classical warm frontal system,

followed by an active cold front moved over Belgium from the
West, bringing long enduring rain for most of the day,
intensifying in the late afternoon during cold front passage. At
the500 hPa level (Fig. 2a), themain feature in theNorthAtlantic
was a trough extending between Greenland and Iceland which
was strongly amplifying from 22November to 24 November. At
the same time a strong jet streak developed in the baroclinic
zone south of the troughwithwind speeds exceeding85 m s−1.



Fig. 1. Model domains used for all experiments. Successive 9- and 3-km nested domains are denoted by bold rectangles (top left). The inset shows the terrain
height of the 3-km domain as well as the locations of the five sounding stations mentioned in the text and the location of the Radar ofWideumont. Numbers in the
margins indicate latitudes and longitudes.
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At the surface a deep depression was positioned southwest of
Iceland on 22 November 0000 UTC with rapidly occluding
fronts. One of the occluded fronts moved over Belgium late in
the evening on 22 November. At the same time, a small surface
low associated with the left exit region of the jet streak was
showing rapid deepening. From 22 November 0000 UTC to 23
November 0000 UTC the depression deepened from 1007 to
964 hPa while moving from the mid North Atlantic to Ireland,
and massively advected warm air across Western Europe
(temperatures at 850 hPa went up from about -2 °C to over
5 °C from 0000 UTC on 22 November to 1200 UTC on 23
November near Belgium). The surface warm front associated
with this depression reached Belgium just after midnight on 23
November,while themore intense cold frontmoved in from the
West around noon, bringing rain overmost of the afternoon. As
the cold front started to be positionedmore andmore along the
main upper level flow, its eastward progression slowed down
and light to moderate rain lasted for more than 14 h leading to
accumulations over 40 mm locally in the south of Belgium.

2.2.2. Supercell convective case
During the afternoon of 1 October 2006 several tornadic

supercell thunderstorms developed over Northern France and
were advected over Belgium, causing severe damage. A
trough at the 500 hPa level extended over the British Isles
with an Upper Level Low (ULL) across Ireland and a ridge
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Fig. 2. ECMWF operational analysis at 1200 UTC for the (a) stratiform case, (b) supercell case and (c) multicell case. Color shading indicates scalar wind velocity at
300 hPa (contours drawn each 5 m s−1 starting from 30 m s−1). Thick contour lines denote the 500 hPa geopotential height level (contours drawn each 5 dam)
and thin contours denote the surface pressure (contours drawn each 5 hPa).
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extending from Southern Europe until Eastern Europe, as is
represented on Fig. 2b. Between the ULL and the ridge a
strong gradient was obvious, leading to the development of a
strong jetstreak with winds up to 60 m s−1 at 200 hPa. The
left exit region of the jet streak was positioned over Belgium
during the afternoon. At the surface level, an occlusion,

image of Fig.�2
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connected to a low pressure area beneath the ULL passed
across Belgium during the forenoon preceding unstable air
masses advected from Northern France. While the thermo-
dynamic instability, based on sounding data at 1200 UTC in
Trappes (France, Fig. 1), was only moderate with surface-
based Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) values
around 1000 J kg−1 and surface-based Lifted Index (LI) values
around -3 K, the dynamical built-up of the atmosphere was
much more exceptional as significant vertical wind shear was
present. The low-level vertical wind shear reached values up
to 12 m s−1, while the 0–6 km shear amounted to 28 m s−1.
Storm Relative Helicity (SRH) values reached values up to
210 m2 s−2. According to Groenemeijer and van Delden
(2007) these are typical values across North-Western Europe
for tornado-producing thunderstorms. Onset of the supercell
development in Northern France was around 1400 UTC.
Several supercell storms lastedmore than 5 h and by then had
reached the Netherlands and Germany. Localised precipita-
tion accumulations up to 40 mm, large hail and several
tornadoes were reported during this period.

2.2.3. Multicell convective case
Downstream of an intense upper-level longwave trough

over the eastern Atlantic, warm air advection occurred over
large parts of Western-Europe at 28 July 2006. Beneath a
weak upper-level trough positioned near the Belgium, a near-
surface moisture convergence zone developed extending
from Central France across Belgium until the Netherlands,
which led to convection initiation in the deeply unstable air
masses during the afternoon (Fig. 2c). As the convergence line
was almost stationary during the day, high precipitation
accumulations up to 100 mm were reported in this area. East
of the moisture convergence line widespread multicell
convection initiated from noon on with localised high
precipitation accumulation in the east of Belgium and the
west of Germany. Surface-based CAPE reached high values up
to more than 2000 J kg−1 and surface-based LI amounted to
about -6 K in De Bilt (the Netherlands, Fig. 1) at 1200 UTC.
Vertical wind shear and SRH showed only low values,
whereas the Bulk Richardson Number value of 338 favoured
multicell storm development. The first thunderstorms along
the convergence line appeared at 1100 UTC and remained
active until 2000 UTC. Severe convection in this case was
obviously mainly driven by favourable thermodynamic
instability while there was no significant vertical wind shear.

2.3. Observational data

In order to perform a thorough evaluation of the
microphysics sensitivity experiments, we applied the so-
called model-to-observation approach (Chevallier and Bauer,
2003; Schröder et al., 2006), in which synthetic observations
are derived from the model variables. This approach is
favoured because errors associated with the retrieval of
model variables from remotely sensed observations (obser-
vation-to-model approach) are much more difficult to
characterise as a lot of assumptions concerning the atmo-
spheric state have to be made, which are known for the
simulated atmosphere. Particle size distributions e.g. are not
known in observed atmospheres and introduce a lot of
uncertainty in the retrieval of hydrometeor quantities from
observed reflectivities. In the model, however, it is well
known what those size distributions are and hence the
inverse method of calculating reflectivities from the model
variables is less prone to uncertainties.

2.3.1. Sounding data
Observedvertical profiles ofwater vapourwereobtained for

five sounding stations within the simulation domain, being
Beauvechain (50.75 N, 4.77 E), Trappes (48.77 N, 2.02 E),
Oberstein (49.70 N, 7.33 E), De Bilt (52.10 N, 5.18 E) and Essen
(51.40N, 6.97 E). The locations of these stations are denoted on
Fig. 1. In all stations, radio soundingswere launched twice aday,
at 0000 UTC and at 1200 UTC, except for Beauvechain where
only one sounding was launched at 0000 UTC. Vertically
integrated water vapour at these stations is compared against
themodelled vertically integrated water vapour at the grid cell
located closest to the station position.

2.3.2. Satellite data
In order to evaluate simulated cloud phase (qc, qi and qs),

cloud optical thickness (COT) was used, derived from SEVIRI
(Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Radiometer) onboard
the geostationary METEOSAT satellites (Meteosat-8, -9). COT
was derived by the EUMETSAT Satellite Application Facility on
Climate Monitoring (CM-SAF, Schulz et al., 2009), using the
algorithmsdescribed inRoebelinget al. (2006), for themulticell
convective and the stratiform case. During the supercell
convective case Meteosat-8 entered sleeping mode and hence
we used the COT derived by theWorld Data Center for Remote
Sensing of the Atmosphere (WDC-RSAT) using the AVHRR
Processing scheme Over cLouds, Land and Ocean (APOLLO,
discussed in Saunders and Kriebel, 1988) applied onMeteosat-
9 SEVIRI. COT calculation is applied to each grid cell of a satellite
scene and is available on a 3 km horizontal resolution at the
sub-satellite point with an image repeat cycle of 60 min. As the
visual channel is used for COT calculation, only daytime hours
are included in the further analysis. Considerable uncertainty
exists in the COT retrieval from satellite. By comparison against
pyranometer data from Cabauw, Karlsson et al. (2005) found a
good correlation of 0.85 of the daily average COT, although, at
certain times large differences could be found due to
mismatches in collocation and the sensitivity of the pyran-
ometer retrieval to inhomogeneities in the cloud properties. In
order to avoid mismatches due to mislocations we decided to
perform model evaluation only by means of integrated
methods, such as by comparing the daily integrated simulated
and observed frequency distribution.

COT in ARPS is calculated for each hydrometeor separately,
following a routine developed at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Cumulus Ensemble
Modelling Group (Tao et al., 2003). For liquid (water) clouds
and hail, COT in the visible region is parameterised based on Sui
et al. (1998) following Fu and Liou (1993) assuming spherical
droplets:

τc = 1:5 × ∫ qc
Rec

dz; ð1Þ

τr = 1:5 × ∫ qr
Rer

dz; ð2Þ
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τh = ∫ qh
Reh

dz; ð3Þ

where qc, qr and qh are the mixing ratios (in kg kg−1) of cloud
water, rain and hail respectively and effective radii (in cm)
Rec=0.0015, Rer = 3:

πN0rρr =ρqrð Þ0:25 and Reh = 3:
πN0hρh =ρqhð Þ0:25. For

cloud ice and snow, COT is parameterised based on formula
derived for cirrus ice crystals by Fu and Liou (1993):

τis = ∫104 × qi + qsð Þ × 0:006656 +
3:686 × 10−4

Reis

 !
dz ð4Þ

where qi and qs are the mixing ratio (kg kg−1) of cloud ice and
snow respectively and Reis=0.0125 if temperature (T) is above
243.16 K, Reis=0.0025 if temperature is below 223.16 K and
Reis=0.0125+(T−243.16)*0.0005 if temperature is between
223.16 and 243.16 K. Total COT is defined as the sum of all
components described in Eqs. (1)–(4). The empirical coefficients
-0.006656 and 3.3686×10−4 are determined by Fu and Liou
(1993) fromfitting different numerical scattering and absorption
programs to observed snow size distribution data.

2.3.3. Volume radar data
Three-dimensional fields of precipitating hydrometeors

can be compared using radar-derived reflectivity values.
Volume radar data from the C-band weather radar of
Wideumont were derived from a 10-elevation reflectivity
scan performed every 15 min and interpolated to the ARPS
grid. It is well known that C-band radars suffer from
attenuation already at moderate rain rates. During and
shortly after rainfall on the radar radome, attenuation might
become even more of a problem. Therefore, it was chosen to
only include data from within a radius of 150 km from the
radar position in all further analysis and to perform
evaluation using time-integrated methods, rather than
comparing individual snap shots. Equivalent reflectivity
data, Ze, in mm6 m−3, in ARPS were calculated following
Tong and Xue (2008), based on formulations by Smith et al.
(1975) assuming Rayleigh scattering for rain, dry snow, wet
snow, dry hail and wet hail, yielding:

Zr =
720 × 1018N0r

λ7
r

; ð5Þ

Zsd =
K2
i ρ2s 720 × 1018 N0s

K2
wρ

2
i λ

7
s

; ð6Þ

Zsw =
720 × 1018N0s

λ7
s

; ð7Þ

Zhd =
0:19 × 720 × 1018N0h

λ7
h

; ð8Þ

Zhw =
720× 1018N0h

λ7
h

 !0:95

; ð9Þ

where Zr, Zsd, Zsw, Zhd and Zhw are reflectivity factors for rain,
dry snow, wet snow, dry hail and wet hail respectively, and
N0r, N0s, N0h, λr, λs and λh are the intercept and slope
parameters of the exponential size distributions of rain, snow
and hail respectively. Total Ze is the sum of each of the
components described above (Eqs. (5)–(9)). Reflectivity Z, is
calculated from Ze by

Z = 10log10 Zeð Þ; ð10Þ

The reflectivity data in ARPS were calculated for each
model level. Data beyond 150 km from the location of the
Wideumont radar and below the lowest beam elevation were
omitted from the further analysis.

2.3.4. Radar-rain gauge merging product
Surface precipitation observations are obtained from the

C-band weather radar in Wideumont (Fig. 1) operated by the
Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium and from a dense
network of rain gauges (1 per 135 km2) operated by the
hydrological service of the Walloon region. Radar-based
precipitation estimates are derived from a 5-elevation
reflectivity scan performed every 5 min. The processing of
the radar data and various strategies for merging radar
observations with rain gauge measurements are presented
in Goudenhoofdt and Delobbe (2009). In this study, radar and
gauge observations have been combined using a simple mean
field bias adjustment. Mean bias and mean absolute error
using this method were found to be in the order of 0.039 dB
and 1.5 mm respectively during a 4-year verification against
an independent set of rain gauge stations (Goudenhoofdt and
Delobbe, 2009). The 24 h precipitation accumulations for the
three cases have been calculated using this method and were
aggregated to the ARPS grid. As radar suffers frommany issues
regarding the quality of its returned power (e.g. attenuation),
mainly at large distances from the radar itself, data from
beyond150 km from the radar positionwere omitted from the
further analysis in both the observed and the simulated fields.

3. Experimental design

The microphysics scheme used in the control experiment
of this study is the five-hydrometeor type (cloud water, cloud
ice, rain, snow and hail) OMB scheme developed by Lin et al.
(1983). All precipitating hydrometeors are represented by
exponential size distributions of the form

Nx Dð Þ = N0x exp −λxDxð Þ; ð11Þ

where N is the number of particles per unit volume per unit
size range, D is the maximum dimension of a particle and N0x

and λx are the intercept and slope of the exponential size
distribution, respectively. The subscript x denotes the water
specie (rain, snow or hail). While the intercept parameter is
assumed constant, slope parameters, assuming all hydro-
meteors to be constant density spheres, are determined by

λx =
πρxN0x

ρairqx

� �0:25
ð12Þ

where ρx is the hydrometeor density, qx is the hydrometeor
mixing ratio and ρ is the air density. Many of the assumptions
made in this scheme are contradicted by observational
studies and could be major sources of error in the QPF.
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First, intercept parameters of the rain and snow size
distributions are observed to vary over several orders of
magnitude in the atmosphere (Waldvogel, 1974; Houze et al.,
1979). Second, schemes such as the Lin et al. (1983) scheme
applymass-diameter (m-D) relationships for constant density
spheres for the calculation of the slope parameter of all
hydrometers, while many observational studies suggest
different m-D relationships for snow and graupel (e.g.
Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974). Third, hail and snow in the
scheme are weighted towards large hailstones and fast falling
graupel-like snow respectively, which might be a good
approximation for typical thunderstorms over the Midwest
United Sates, but could be problematic under different
atmospheric conditions and in other regions.

In order to understand the implications of these draw-
backs of the microphysics schemes for the simulation of
moist processes and surface precipitation in the atmosphere,
we have set up two sensitivity experiments for each case. In
operational weather forecasting a single setting of the
microphysics assumptions is required which should provide
good guidance in all synoptic conditions. Both experiments
are designed to understand what the implications are of a
model modification specifically set up for a certain synoptic
situation for other synoptic situations. A first experiment is
what would be considered an improved setting for convec-
tive situations, further referred to as the ExpGRHA experi-
ment. In this experiment only the rain and snow size
distribution assumptions were modified, while the assump-
tions for large hail were kept unchanged from the original Lin
et al. (1983) scheme. The more realistic assumptions for the
rain and snow size distributions included a mixing ratio
dependency of Nor, following Zhang et al. (2008) and a
temperature dependency for N0s, following Houze et al.
(1979), yielding respectively

N0r = 0:07106 1000ρqrð Þ0:648 ð13Þ

N0s = 0:02exp 0:12 T0−Tð Þ½ � ð14Þ

Further we calculated λs using m-D relations observed by
Locatelli and Hobbs (1974) instead of assuming constant
density sphere, following Woods et al. (2007):

λx =
amN0xΓ bm + 1ð Þ

ρairqx

� �1
bm +1ð Þ ;=

ð15Þ

where am and bm are the empirically derived constants for the
m-D relation mx=amDx

bm of fast falling graupel-like snow
observed by Locatelli and Hobbs (1974). Using this m-D
relationship and the respective V-D power-law relationship
Vx=avDx

bv for graupel-like snow observed by Locatelli and
Hobbs (1974) mass-weighted terminal fall speed Vx of snow
can be described as (Woods et al., 2007):

Vx =
avΓ bm + bv + 1ð Þ

λbv
x Γ bm + 1ð Þ

ð16Þ
The second experiment we conducted can be considered
an improved setting for stratiform precipitation conditions
and is further referred to as the ExpDSGR. The rain size
distribution assumptions were modified as in the ExpGSHA,
but for the calculation of λs and Vs we implemented now the
m-D and V-D relations for dendritic snow as observed by Cox
(1988). We assumed that for gentle uplift in a frontal
stratiform environment this would be a better representation
than the graupel-like fast precipitating snow species as
applied in the ExpGSHA, as suggested by e.g. Cox (1988) or
Jiusto and Bosworth (1971). Furthermore, we replaced the
formulation for large hailstones by formulations for small
graupel, having a larger constant intercept parameter and a
lower density. The calculation of λG and VG was done
following experimental m-D and V-D relations for dense
lump graupel as observed by Locatelli and Hobbs (1974)
instead of assuming constant density spheres in the original
Lin et al. (1983) formulations.

A full description of allmodificationsmade in the sensitivity
experiments is given in Table 1. The impact of themodifications
made on the sedimentation velocities of the precipitating
hydrometeors is given in Fig. 3. The influence of our modifica-
tions on the mass weighted rain fall speed (Fig. 3a) shows a
decreased fall speed when the rain mixing ratio is above 1.2 g
kg−1 and an increased when it is below this value. Mass
weighted snow fall speeds not only depend on themixing ratio
of snow, but also on the temperature when microphysics is
modified. In the ExpDSGR experiment snow fall speeds are
decreased at all temperatures as compared to the CONTROL
with lowest fall speeds at coldest temperatures. In the
ExpGRHA experiment snow fall speeds are increased for
temperatures above 240 K and decreased below (Fig. 3b). The
graupel fall speeds in the ExpDSGR experiment are about 7
times as small as those in the other experiments (Fig. 3c).

4. Results

In the following sections, the effect of modifying micro-
physical size distribution assumptions on the representation
of moist processes under various synoptic conditions will be
evaluated systematically by comparison against remotely
sensed and in situ observational data.

4.1. Sounding derived integrated water vapour

4.1.1. Stratiform case
Allwater being converted fromonephase to anotherwithin

amicrophysics scheme ultimately originates from atmospheric
water vapour. Before evaluating and analysing the influence of
our experiments on the microphysical conversions, it is hence
desirable tofirst investigate if atmosphericwater vapour iswell
represented in the simulations and if the size distribution
assumptions lead to differences in the amount of water vapour
consumedby themicrophysics scheme. Table 2 summarises the
statistics of vertically integratedwater vapour (IWV) as derived
from sounding information and for all experiments during the
three simulated cases. It is clear that IWV does not show a
systematic bias in any of the size distribution experiments
during the stratiform case. The domain total net vapour
consumption by the microphysics scheme accumulated over



Table 1
Formulations for the intercept parameter (N0), slope parameter (λ) and terminal fall velocity (V) for all precipitating hydrometeors.

CONTROL ExpGRHA ExpDSGR

N0r 0.08 0.07106(103ρqr)0.648 0.07106(103ρqr)0.648

(Marshall and Palmer, 1948) (Zhang et al., 2008) (Zhang et al., 2008)

λr
πρrN0r

ρqr

� �0:25 πρrN0r

ρqr
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24 h is similar for the CONTROL and ExpGRHA, but is slightly
lower during the ExpDSGR (Table 2).

The low sensitivity of net water vapour consumed by
microphysical processes balances a rather strong sensitivity
of the magnitude of individual conversion processes involv-
ing water vapour. Fig. 4a provides an overview of all
microphysical gain and loss terms (in kg) during the
stratiform case for the 5 hydrometeor species and water
vapour. These conversion terms represent accumulated
values over 24 h and over the whole domain (excluding 20
grid cells from the boundary at each side of the domain). It is
clear that the individual conversion terms related to water
vapour differ considerably. In the ExpGRHA experiment, the
depositional growth of snow (Psdpv) nearly doubles as
compared to the CONTROL. This is compensated for by a
strong depletion of cloud water by evaporation (Pvevw) and
hence the vapour consumed by the microphysics scheme is
similar in both sensitivity experiments. Weighting the size
distribution assumptions to those more typical of stratiform
precipitation (ExpDSGR) leads to a decrease in depositional
growth of snow (Psdpv), which is compensated for by
increased cloud water condensation (Pwcdv) and decreased
cloud water evaporation (Pvevw).

4.1.2. Convective cases
During the supercell convective case, no IWV bias is present

during theprecipitation period in any of the experiments,while
a slight positive IWV bias can be noticed in all experiments
during the multicell case (Table 2). The net vapour consumed
by themicrophysics scheme is somewhat decreased in both the
ExpGRHA and ExpDSGR in contrast to the CONTROL. This is
caused by a decreased cloud water condensation in ExpGRHA,
which is not fully compensated by increased depositional
growth of snow. On the other hand, in ExpDSGR, the large
amount of vapour returned to the atmosphere by sublimation
of graupel could not be compensated by an increase in
condensation of water vapour (Fig. 4b and c). The slight
improvement in the positive IWV bias in the ExpDSGR
experiment hence cannot be related to consumption by the
microphysics scheme and is probably due to precipitation
which occurred the night before in ExpDSGR but not in the
other experiments.

4.2. MSG-derived cloud optical thickness

4.2.1. Stratiform case
Cloud optical thickness (COT) in the visible spectrum is

directly dependent on the amount of cloud water, cloud ice
and snow and hence provides a good estimate to evaluate the
cloud phase of the microphysics experiments we carried out.
Fig. 5 provides the frequency distributions, calculated from
hourly snapshots of the observed and simulated cloud optical
thickness. Only daytime hours have been included and the 20
grid cells closest to each domain boundary have been
excluded. As the satellite cannot discriminate between values
above 100, we truncated all simulated values above this
value.

It is clear that the COT distribution is weighted too much
to the optically thicker clouds in the CONTROL experiment
during the stratiform case. Modifying the size distribution
assumptions of rain and snow (ExpGRHA experiment) leads
to a slightly deteriorated distribution of COT, as a larger
fraction of the cloudy grid cells has a COT well above 90.
Weighting the size distribution assumptions of snow and
graupel to those typical of stratiform precipitation (ExpDSGR
experiment) brings the COT distribution much more in



Table 2
Mean integrated water vapor and water vapor bias from the observations for
all cases and all experiments, averaged over 5 sounding stations across the
domain and over the two launch times (0000 and 1200 UTC).

Mean IWV
(kg m−2)

Bias IWV
(%)

Net vapour loss
(1011 kg per 12 h)

Stratiform
CONTR 21.8 −0.8 30.3
ExpGRHA 21.8 −0.8 31.2
ExpDSGR 21.7 −0.9 27.9

Supercell
CONTR 25.0 0.1 6.4
ExpGRHA 24.8 −0.1 5.6
ExpDSGR 24.8 −0.1 5.1

Multicell
CONTR 38.9 2.0 34.0
ExpGRHA 38.2 1.7 33.2
ExpDSGR 37.3 0.8 28.0

Furthermore, net vapour consumption by microphysical processes in all
experiments has been provided.
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accordance with the observed distribution, although an
underestimation appears of the thickest clouds. In order to
solve the question as to which of the hydrometeors is
responsible for the changes in COT between the different
experiments, vertical profiles of cloud ice, cloud water and
snow, averaged over time and the domain are given in Fig. 6a.
It is clear that snow and graupel are the main species
experiencing significant modifications from the sensitivity
experiments. In ExpGSHA snow depositional growth signif-
icantly increases (Psdpv, Fig. 4a) both because of the
empirical m-D relation used (mainly at relatively warm
temperatures) and the use of a temperature dependent N0s

which results in muchmore snowflakes at cold temperatures.
This confirms findings of e.g. Thompson et al. (2008) who
found strongly increased snow growth changing the constant
density sphere assumption of snow to an empirical m-D
relation. Despite this increased depositional growth of snow
(Psdpv, Fig. 4a), snow amounts hardly grow larger in the
ExpGRHA experiment as compared to the CONTROL exper-
iment (Fig. 6a). (Note that Fig. 4a provides a time integration
and that no snow is left at the end of this integration. Hence
net snow growth over this integration time is similar between
the experiments, as most of it ultimately leaves the model
again through losses to the hail and the rain species.) The
latter is due to enhanced snow fall speeds in ExpGSHA,
mainly at warm temperatures (Fig. 3b). Given the dominance
of the snow species in the COT and the strong overestimation
of COT in the experiments having large amounts of snow, it is
likely that snow amounts are strongly overestimated in both
the CONTROL and ExpGRHA experiments.

Snow amounts strongly decrease when applying formula-
tions for snow and graupel which are typical for stratiform
precipitation (ExpDSGR experiment), which brings the COT
much closer to the observations. Snow depositional growth
Fig. 3. Sedimentation velocity in function of mixing ratios for (a) rain,
(b) snow and (c) hail/graupel for the different formulations used in the
experiments. Table 1 summarises which formulations were used in each
experiment.
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Fig. 4. (a) Total production and loss (1011 kg) summed over the domain and over 24 h (0000 UTC–2400 UTC) during the stratiform case for (from left to right) qv,
qc, qr, qi, qs and qh and for experiments CONTR, ExpGRHA and ExpDSGR. Legends of the individual conversion processes for a specific hydrometeor are given below
the respective hydrometeor graphs. Naming convention is so that the species experiencing gain (loss) is represented by the first (last) letter. The third and fourth
letters indicate the type of interaction: ev (evaporation), sb (sublimation), cd (condensation), dp (deposition), nt (initiation), ac (accretion), f (Bergeron process)
and ml (melting). When three species are involved, the third letter indicates the accreting species. (b) The same as panel a, but for the supercell convective case
from 1200 UTC–1800 UTC and for CONTR, ExpGRHA and ExpDSGR experiments. (c) The same as panel a, but for themulticell convective case from 1200 UTC–1800
UTC and for CONTR, ExpGRHA and ExpDSGR experiments.
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(Psdpv) decreases as less snow is available. Indeed, as soon as
snow appears, it is collected by graupel (Pgacs), which is also
lofted to higher altitudes in the atmosphere. As graupel
deposition growth is not parameterised in the Lin et al.
(1983) scheme, cloud water condensation (Pwcdv) will be
enhanced in order to convert vapour to condensate. As most of
this additional cloud water is collected by graupel (Pgacw),
total cloud water remains unaffected. Although the total
amount of frozen hydrometeors remains similar as in the
CONTROL and ExpGSHAexperiments, COTdecreases as graupel
is optically much thinner as compared to snow. Modifications
in the size distribution assumptions as presented here hence
mainly have an impact on whether the dominant precipitating
ice species will be either snow or graupel, while the total
glaciation of clouds and precipitation remains highly unaffect-
ed. Earlier observational studies tend to suggest that there
might be a too excessive glaciation in many simulated
midlatitude stratiform cloud systems leading to underesti-
mated amounts of (supercooled) liquid water (Reisner et al.,
1998; Thompson et al., 2008 and Solomon et al., 2009).

It can be noticed that cloud ice and cloud water are not
much affected by any of the modifications made (Fig. 6a).
Again, this could be due to compensating effects (Fig. 4a). In
the ExpDSGR experiment more cloud water is lost by riming
growth of graupel (Pgacw), which is compensated for by
increased condensation (Pwcdv). More cloud water evapo-
rates (Pvevw), which is compensated by decreased riming
growth of snow (Psacw) and accretion by rain (Pracw).

4.2.2. Convective cases
During the supercell convective case, the model tends to

underestimate the number of grid cells having low COT values,
while toomany thick clouds occur (Fig. 5). Differences between
the different experiments are small in this case, although less
optically thick clouds are present in the ExpDSGR.

Vertical hydrometeor profiles are given in Fig. 5b. While
cloud water seems to be somewhat more affected in the
ExpGRHA as compared to similar size distribution modifica-
tions in the stratiform case, it is again mainly the snow
content which is significantly altered when compared to the
CONTROL experiment. Due to its slower fall speed (Fig. 3) at
cold temperatures and its larger number concentration,
Psdpv increases in the upper tropospheric levels (Fig. 4b).
Cloud water in the ExpGRHA experiment is slightly reduced
above the freezing level due to increased Psdpv (Fig. 4b).
Around the freezing level, snow sedimentation becomes
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faster with increasing temperature and hence snow
amounts quickly converge to the amounts in the CONTROL
experiment in the lower troposphere. In the ExpDSGR
experiment, cloud water is dramatically depleted above
the freezing level, which is mainly due to strongly increased
accretion by graupel (Pgacw, Fig. 4b) and the strongly
decreased sedimentation velocity (Fig. 3c). As the enormous
amounts of graupel produced in this experiment are lofted
to much higher altitudes (Fig. 6b), accretion of snow by
graupel (Pgacs) takes place at higher altitudes, depleting
snow at an earlier stage in its growth process. Furthermore,
riming of cloud water on snow (Psacw), one of the main
growth mechanisms in the CONTROL and ExpGRHA exper-
iment, can hardly take place due to strongly reduced
amounts of cloud water.

In contrast to the supercell case, there is no clear
underestimation of the number of shallow clouds in the
multicell case. The overestimation of the number of optically
thick clouds is very large again in all experiments. However,
improvements occur in the ExpDSGR, while ExpGRHA tends
to increase the bias towards too thick clouds. The same
mechanisms are at play as in the supercell case (Figs. 4c and
5c). The reason for the overestimation of COT is not easy to
trace. It could be that even in convective cases, in which
deposition growth of the ice phase is much more marginal in
contrast to riming growth, storms are too glaciated. On the
other hand, storm updrafts might be too intense due to e.g.
the too coarse spatial resolution, leading to more condensa-
tion than was observed.
4.3. Radar reflectivity

4.3.1. Stratiform case
C-band radar reflectivity is mainly influenced by hail and

rain and to a lesser extent by snow and hence provides a good
measure of evaluating the precipitating hydrometeors in the
microphysical experiments we carried out. Fig. 7a sum-
marises 3D-volume reflectivity information from observa-
tions and all simulations by means of contoured frequency by
altitude diagrams (CFADs), which are diagrams representing
the variation of reflectivity probability density functions with
altitude (Yuter and Houze, 1995). The CFAD has been
calculated based on hourly snapshots. During the stratiform
case reflectivity at all vertical levels is strongly overestimated
in the CONTROL experiment. Modifying the rain and snow
assumptions, but leaving the hail formulations untouched
(ExpGRHA experiment) hardly improves this overestimation.
Weighting the size distributions of all hydrometeors to those
typical of stratiform precipitation (ExpDSGR experiment)
brings the simulated reflectivity values closer to the observa-
tions (Fig. 7a).

In the upper troposphere, reflectivities in both the
ExpGSHA and ExpDSGR are more in correspondence with the
observations as compared to the CONTROL. This is due to an
improved representation of the snow aggregation effect in
these experiments, yielding smaller snowflakes at cold
temperatures in the upper troposphere (Fig. 7a). A dramatic
Fig. 5. Observed and simulated frequency distribution of cloud optical thickness for (
supercell convective case and (c) 0600–1600 UTC during the multicell convective c
increase in the graupel species occurs in the ExpDSGR experi-
ment due to enhanced accretion of cloud water (Pgacw) and
the much slower sedimentation velocity of this species
(Fig. 3c). As the size distribution of the hail species is now
weighted towards low reflective small graupel, these large
amounts still result in a reduction of the reflectivity, bringing it
closer to the observations.
4.3.2. Convective cases
During the convective cases, many stratiform grid cells

appear in between the convective cells in the observations.
As our main interest is to evaluate the convective cells only,
stratiform precipitation regions were left out in the
calculation of the CFADs in both observations and simula-
tions. The separation between convective and stratiform
regions was done based on an algorithm detecting high
intensity grid cells, reflectivity peaks and neighbourhood to
such peaks on horizontal reflectivity cross sections at two
elevations, being 2500 and 4000 m above AGL (Steiner et al.,
1995; Alvarez and Delobbe, 2009). In both convective cases
we calculated the CFADs based on hourly snapshots during
the main precipitation period (1400–1800 UTC). Both in the
supercell and the multicell case, reflectivity values are
overestimated at all vertical levels (Fig. 7b and c) of the
CONTROL experiment and storms are simulated too deep.
From Table 3 it is clear, however, that the domain maximum
simulated reflectivity values agree well with the observed
values. In the ExpGRHA, no major differences can be
detected in the CFADs or the maximum reflectivity values
as compared to the CONTROL, although reflectivities in the
upper troposphere tend to be in somewhat better agree-
ment with the observations due to the smaller snowflakes at
cold temperatures. In the ExpDSGR experiment, reflectivity
values seem to be maximised at a value of about 45 dBZ
within the lowest 5000 m above AGL and are also somewhat
reduced at higher altitudes. Clearly, the domain and time-
averaged maximum reflectivity value is underestimated.
Hail/graupel amounts grow dramatically in this experiment
due to very strong depletion of cloud water through
accretion (Pgacw). As graupel is lofted to higher altitudes,
it also grows at these altitudes by accretion of cloud ice
(Pgaci) and snow (Pgacs). Even if the amounts of graupel
grow an order of a magnitude larger as compared to the hail
in the CONTROL experiment, observedmaximum reflectivity
values cannot be reproduced by this experiment, indicating
that at least some large hail should be present in a proper
simulation of a strong convective storm.

The findings of our experiments for the convective cases
agree well with previous mainly idealised studies focusing on
the impact of graupel/hail characteristics on simulations of
convective storms. Gilmore et al. (2004) found the graupel
amounts to grow dramatically (about 7 times larger) mainly
by Pgacw in their experiments in which they varied the
constant hail intercept parameter and density over a broad
range of values. Using a similar experimental setup, Krueger
et al. (1995) found equally large increases in the graupel
amount.
a) 0900–1300 UTC during the stratiform case, (b) 1200–1500 UTC during the
ase.



Fig. 6. (a) Domainaveraged vertical profiles of cloudwater, rain, cloud ice, snow, and hail from0000–1200UTC during the stratiformcase for all experiments. (b)Domain
averagedvertical profiles of cloudwater, rain, cloud ice, snow, andhail from1200–2000UTCduring thesupercell convective case for all experiments. (c)Domainaveraged
vertical profiles of cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, and hail from 1200–2000 UTC during the multicell convective case for all experiments.
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Fig. 6 (continued).
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Fig. 6 (continued).
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4.4. Surface precipitation

4.4.1. Stratiform case
Surface precipitation, which is fallout of rain, snow and

hail from the lowest model level, is the ultimate end-
product of the microphysical conversions that started with
atmospheric vapour consumption. Surface precipitation
accumulations over 24 h (0000–2400 UTC) have been
calculated for the region within a 150 km radius from the
Wideumont radar position in order to be compared against
observed radar–rain gauge merged surface precipitation
values within the same region. Frequency distribution of the
24 h accumulated surface precipitation is provided in Fig. 8
and domain average and maximum accumulated surface
precipitation is provided in Table 3. In order to make a
thorough comparison of not only the quantity of surface
precipitation, but also of the structure and location of the
Fig. 7. (a) Domain and time averaged Contour Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFA
ExpGRHA (bottom left) and ExpDSGR (bottom right) for the stratiform case. (b) Dom
observed by radar (top left) and simulated in the CONTROL (top right), ExpGRH
convective case. Calculation was done solely for cells identified as convective and a
(c) Domain and time averaged Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFAD)
ExpGRHA (bottom left) and ExpDSGR (bottom right) experiment for the multicell c
and averaging was done for 1400–1800 UTC with a half hour temporal resolution.
precipitation field, we implemented a novel verification
score that separately considers the structure, amplitude and
location errors, referred to as SAL (Wernli et al., 2008). The
amplitude component A measures the relative deviation of
the domain-averaged simulated precipitation from the
observations. Positive values of A indicate an overestimation
of total precipitation, whereas negative values indicate an
underestimation. For the S and L components, coherent
observation objects are separately identified in the simula-
tion and the observations. The location component L
combines information about the displacement of the
simulated precipitation field's centre of mass and about
the error in the weighted-average distance of the precipi-
tation objects from the total field's centre of mass. The
structure component S is constructed in such a way that
positive values occur if precipitation objects are too large
and/ or too flat, and negative values occur if the objects are
D) as observed by radar (top left) and simulated by the CONTROL (top right),
ain and time averaged Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFAD) as
A (bottom left) and ExpDSGR (bottom right) experiment for the supercell
veraging was done for 1400–1800 UTC with a half hour temporal resolution.
as observed by radar (top left) and simulated in the CONTROL (top right),
onvective case. Calculation was done solely for cells identified as convective
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Fig. 7 (continued).
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too small and /or too peaked. The values of S and A
components are within [-2, 2] and of the L component
within [0, 2], a zero value yielding a perfect forecast. For a
thorough description of the definition of each component
we refer to Wernli et al. (2008). All scores calculated for the
three cases are summarised in Table 4. CONTROL surface
precipitation in the stratiform case is slightly overestimated
as compared to the observed precipitation values (Table 3
and A-component in Table 4), although the general
distribution is quite well captured (Fig. 8) and the structure
and location of the precipitation field are well simulated
(Table 4, S and L-components).

In ExpGRHA surface precipitation increases significantly,
leading to a 40% overestimation (Tables 3 and 4). The reason
for this increase is on the one hand a much larger portion of
the precipitation originating frommelting of hail (Prmlg) and
a decreased fraction originating frommelting of snow (Prmls,
Fig. 4a) as compared to the CONTROL experiment (most snow
is removed above the melting layer due to largely increased
Pgacs). This means that the fast pathway of vapour– cloud
water/snow – hail – favours more precipitation than the
slower pathway of vapour – snow – rain. On the other hand,
at low mixing ratios rain falls faster in the ExpGRHA
experiment as compared to the CONTROL experiment
(Fig. 3). As rain mixing ratios are generally low in this
stratiform situation (lower than 1 g kg−1), mean sedimen-
tation velocity is about 50 % larger in the ExpGRHA
experiment. Woods et al. (2007) also found increased
precipitation rates in the simulation of a wide cold-frontal
rainband when applying empirical mass-diameter and
velocity-diameter relationships for snow as compared to
constant density spheres (their (v only) and (m and v)
experiments), although mass-weighted fall velocity of the
snow species was reduced. This mostly went together with
strong reductions of the liquid water phase aloft and
favouring quick glaciation.

In the ExpDSGR experiment surface precipitation is also
enhanced as compared to the CONTROL experiment (Table 3),
but to a lesser extent as compared to the ExpGSHA. Although
the fast falling hail species is not present in this experiment,
rain fall speeds are still generally increased as compared to
the CONTROL experiment. The structure and location of the



Fig. 7 (continued).

Table 3
Comparison between the observed values for reflectivity (Z) and surface
precipitation (RR) versus all sensitivity experiments.

Convective/
stratiform ratio (%)

Max Z
(dBZ)

Mean RR
(mm day−1)

Max RR
(mm day−1)

Stratiform
Observed – 40.8 11.4 38.5
CONTROL – 42.0 12.6 55.1
ExpGRHA – 48.9 15.5 56.6
ExpDSGR – 35.6 13.9 54.5

Supercell
Observed 0.35 62.8 1.6 35.0
CONTROL 1.50 65.6 3.1 42.5
ExpGRHA 1.50 64.4 2.6 33.3
ExpDSGR 1.22 53.9 2.7 24.9

Multicell
Observed 0.75 64.4 5.5 100.0
CONTROL 1.27 66.6 11.3 200.4
ExpGRHA 1.25 69.5 11.3 172.6
ExpDSGR 2.03 55.1 12.5 100.7

Observed values of reflectivity are obtained from the volume scan of the C-band
weather radar in Wideumont and surface precipitation is obtained from a
mergedproduct of radar and rain gauge data using ameanfieldbias adjustment.
Time averaged convective/stratiform rain area ratios are given as well.
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precipitation field remain highly unaffected in both the
ExpGSHA and ExpDSGR (Table 4).

4.4.2. Convective cases
During the supercell convective case, surfaceprecipitation is

overestimated by about 90 % (Table 3) and too widespread in
the control simulation leading to large A- and S-components of
the SAL analysis (Table 4). In the ExpGRHA experiment, this
overestimation is somewhat improved to 60%, while the
structure and location remain similar as in the control
(Table 4). As can be seen from Fig. 8, the model fails in
simulating the many light precipitation grid cells that have
been observed. This is mainly because a weak occlusion system
in the morning hours was not captured well by the model.
However, themodel alsooverestimates thenumber of grid cells
with intense precipitation, indicating too widespread and too
intense storms. In a convective case, hail growth takes place to a
large extent by accretion of cloud water (Pgacw, Fig. 4b versus
a). This means that the presence of large amounts of cloud
water actually can enhance precipitation fallout in contrast to
the stratiform casewhere Pgacw is of much less importance. In



Fig. 8.Observed and simulated frequency distribution of 24 h (0000 UTC–2400 UTC) accumulated surface precipitation for (a) the stratiform case, (b) the supercell
convective case and (c) the multicell convective case.
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the ExpGRHA experiment less cloud water is available to beTable 4

Structure (S), Amplitude (A) and Location (L) components of the SAL
analysis for 24 h accumulated surface precipitation in the control, ExpGSHA
and ExpDSGR and for all cases.

S A L

Stratiform
CONTROL −0.16 0.10 0.06
ExpGRHA 0.02 0.30 0.06
ExpDSGR −0.06 0.19 0.06

Supercell
CONTROL 1.12 0.64 0.47
ExpGRHA 1.11 0.49 0.45
ExpDSGR 1.81 0.51 0.63

Multicell
CONTROL −0.27 0.74 0.23
ExpGRHA −0.23 0.74 0.14
ExpDSGR 1.71 0.83 0.48

SAL analysis has been applied only on grid cells within 150 km from the radar
position.
accreted by hail (Pgacw) and more water will be stored in the
snow phase, due to enhanced depositional growth (Psdpv).
Furthermore, high intensity rain (having high mixing ratios)
falls slower (Fig. 3), leading to decreased peak precipitation
(Table 3). So far it is not yet fully understood why exactly less
cloud water condensation occurs in the supercell case leading
to decreased vapour consumed. We neither found updrafts to
be less vigorous nor significantly reduced latent heat release in
this experiment (not shown). Itmight be that themodified rain
size distribution assumptions have a significant impact on cold
pool dynamics, as suggested by e.g. Dawson et al. (2010). This
will be subject of a further investigation.

In the ExpDSGR experiment, surface precipitation overes-
timation is decreased to the same extent as in the ExpGRHA
experiment (Table 3 and Fig. 8), and hence no further
improvement of the surface rainfall overestimation takes
place, despite the smaller turnover of vapour to condensate
discussed in Section 4.1. It could be that this is due to a
counteracting effect of enhanced latent heat release associated
with the increased riming of cloud droplets on graupel (Pgacw,
Fig. 4b) which will be further studied. The maximum 24
h accumulated surface precipitation is decreased significantly
and is too low compared to the observed peak precipitation.
Furthermore, SAL analysis indicates that the structure of the
precipitation field strongly deteriorates as the S-component
increases to almost 2. Hence, surface precipitation becomes too
widespread when weighting the size distributions of snow and
hail towards those typical for stratiform precipitation. Table 3
also provides the relative portion of the precipitation falling as
stratiform or convective precipitation, based on the algorithm
mentioned in Section 4.3.2. Our experiments suggest that a too
large portion falls as convective precipitation during both
convective cases. Although the surface precipitation becomes
widespread and reflectivity in the ExpDSGR experiment is
decreased, the stratiform portion remains too small as
compared to the observed stratiform portion. This confirms
findings of many other studies such as Zhou et al. (2007) or
Morrison et al. (2009).

In the multicell case surface precipitation is altered in a
somewhat different way as compared to the supercell case. In
the CONTROL experiment both domain average surface
precipitation and peak precipitation are about double the
amount observed, while the structure of the precipitation
field seems to be well captured (Table 4). In contrast to the
supercell case, no change in domain average surface precip-
itation takes place in the ExpGRHA experiment, although
peak precipitation is somewhat reduced (Tables 3 and 4).
While in the supercell case cloud water condensation was
strongly decreased, this is not the case in the multicell case
and hence no large difference in the net vapour consumed by
the microphysical processes is present.

During the ExpDSGR, surface precipitation is surprisingly
increased despite lower net vapour consumption as compared
to the other experiments. Sublimation back to the vapour phase
is of the same order of importance as compared to the supercell
case. The main difference with the supercell case is that upper
level winds are very weak in this case and hence storms hardly
propagate through the domain. Instead, they develop, mature
and decay at about the same location without precipitation
being advected out of the domain. As could be seen fromFig. 6c,
more precipitating hydrometeors occur in contrast to the other
experiments, asmuchof the cloudphase is collectedbygraupel.
While graupelwas effectively advected out of the domain in the
supercell case, a larger portion of the graupel eventually is
turned to rain in the multicell case (not shown). This leads
mainly to an increase of the number of grid cells with
intermediate precipitation values (10–30 mm) as can be
derived from Fig. 8. Consistent with the supercell case,
precipitation becomes too widespread in the ExpDSGR
(Table 4) leading to high values of the S-component.

5. Summary and conclusion

The main objective of this research was to determine
how moist processes and mainly surface precipitation in a
nonhydrostatic mesoscale model are affected by modifica-
tions in the size distribution assumptions of a simple 1-
moment bulk microphysics scheme. Two sensitivity experi-
ments on the size distribution assumptions of the rain,
snow and hail variables were set up for three extreme
precipitation cases very different in nature. This was done
to understand what the impact was of a model modifica-
tion made to improve the moist processes under a certain
synoptic situation in other synoptic situations. The vapour
phase, cloud phase, precipitation phase and surface
precipitation were rigorously evaluated against remotely
sensed and surface observational data in order to under-
stand if the modifications made in the microphysics
scheme brought the simulations closer to the observations
or not.

While the net vapour consumption was not much altered
by applying size distribution assumptions typical for
convective precipitation in both the stratiform and convec-
tive cases, including size distribution assumptions weighted
to stratiform precipitation strongly decreased the net
vapour consumed by the microphysics scheme. It was
shown that this is probably related to strongly increased
sublimation of graupel back to the vapour phase, associated
with its long residence time aloft as it is precipitating much
slower than hail.

Cloud optical thickness distribution could only be realis-
tically represented during the stratiform case applying size
distribution assumptions typical for stratiform precipitation,
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including dendritic snow and graupel. Including graupel led
to significantly reduced snow depositional growth and snow
collection by graupel, leading to decreased amounts of
optically thick snow, while the total amount of precipitating
ice (snow + graupel) remained unaffected. In convective
cases, cloud optical thickness was also brought closer to the
observations by inclusion of graupel, related both to de-
creased amounts of snow and cloud water. This finding has
significant relevance for the radiation budget in numerical
models, as the radiative forcing is likely to be better
represented in experiments including some graupel.

From comparison of observed and simulated radar
reflectivity, it was found that improved rain and snow size
distributions do not affect the vertical radar reflectivity
profile significantly. However, a proper representation of
reflectivity during the stratiform case was impossible without
the inclusion of small graupel. During the convective cases,
however, the experiments including small graupel are not
capable of reproducing realistically the highest reflective
cores associated with large hail.

Surface precipitation was found to be far less sensitive to
modifications to the size distribution assumptions than
cloud optical thickness and radar reflectivity. In all cases,
none of the experiments was able to significantly improve a
positive surface precipitation bias. Faster rain fall speeds and
more rain originating from fast falling hail as compared to
slowly falling snow as compared to a control simulation
resulted in increased surface precipitation during the
stratiform case when rain and snow size distribution
assumptions were more realistically represented. This effect
was smaller when graupel replaced large hail. During the
convective cases, the reasons for modified surface precipi-
tation characteristics in the microphysics experiments were
not easy to trace. A slight decrease of surface precipitation
was found by both microphysics experiments in a supercell
case, while little effect was found in the multicell case. No
clear effect was found on updraft intensity or latent heat
release, but it will be further studied how cold pool
dynamics are affected by the modified rain size distribution.
On the other hand, a decrease in the peak precipitation in all
experiments is probably related with the slower rain fall
speeds. Consistent in both convective cases is that when the
size distributions of snow and graupel are weighted towards
those typical of stratiform precipitation, the surface precip-
itation field becomes too widespread, reflected in a high S-
component of the SAL analysis.

In this study we applied changes to multiple parameters
simultaneously in order to understand the consequences of
improved representation of the size distribution character-
istics to the representation of moist processes. While we
felt to have contributed to some understanding of the
implications of such improved size distribution assump-
tions, it should be stressed that sensitivity studies in which
a single parameter is changed in each experiments allow
for a more unambiguous interpretation and hence we
would recommend such an experimental design in future
studies.

Although caution is necessary when drawing broad
conclusions from only three case studies, we could
summarise that it was found highly advisable to apply
graupel formulations when simulating moist processes
during a frontal stratiform situation, as both COT and
reflectivity could not be simulated properly without. During
convective cases, large hail was necessary to capture the
very reflective convective cores as well as the surface
precipitation structure, although the COT was negatively
affected. In general we would advise to include both hail
and graupel in an operational numerical weather prediction
model, confirming the suggestions of e.g. McCumber et al.
(1991) and Cohen and McCaul (2006) to increase the
number of ice categories in microphysical schemes. While
the cloud phase and vertical reflectivity profiles could be
enhanced by modifications presented in the above analysis,
important to e.g. realistically represent the surface radia-
tion characteristics, surface rainfall overestimation found in
all cases could not be solved by any of the modifications
made. This also suggests that simply increasing the number
of ice categories or improving the size distribution
characteristics in an OMB microphysics scheme by itself
might not lead to improvement. While many studies found
similarly low sensitivities as found in our experiments, e.g.
Gilmore et al. (2004) found surface precipitation to be four
times smaller in a simulation having small graupel as
compared to large hail. While the vertical wind profile they
applied was comparable to the one in our supercell
convective case, their storms were much more vigorous
and deeper. On the other hand their simulations were
rather short (2 h) and their domain was smaller than the
one used in our simulations. It should be further investi-
gated whether the differences in the sensitivities found by
previous studies and in this research are mainly related to a
different experiment's design or to different atmospheric
conditions.
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Appendix A

In all conversion terms used in this paper naming
convection is used so that the hydrometeor species experienc-
ing the gain (loss) is represented by the first (last) letter. The
third and the fourth letter indicate the type of interaction: ev
(evaporation), sb (sublimation), cd (condensation), dp (depo-
sitional growth), nt (initiation), ac (accretion / collection), f
(Bergeron process) and ml (melting). When three species are
involved, the third letter indicates the accreting species.
Pvevr
 Rain evaporation

Pvsbi
 Cloud ice sublimation

Pvsbg
 Hail/graupel sublimation

Pvsbs
 Snow sublimation

Pvevw
 Cloud water evaporation

Pwcdv
 Cloud water condensation

Pidpv
 Cloud ice depositional growth at the expense of water

vapour

Psdpv
 Snow depositional growth

Pintv
 Initiation of cloud ice at the expense of water vapour

Pidpw
 Cloud ice depositional growth at the expense of cloud

water

Pihow
 Homogeneous freezing of cloud water to cloud ice

Psaui
 Autoconversion of cloud ice to snow

P(g)(s)raci
 Collection of cloud ice by rain adding to hail/graupel or

snow (loss term for cloud ice)

P(g)(s)iacr
 Collection of rain by cloud ice adding to hail/graupel or

snow (loss term for rain)

Psfi
 Depositional growth of snow at the expense of cloud ice

due to the Bergeron process

Pgaci
 Collection of cloud ice by hail/graupel

Pwmli
 Melting of cloud ice to cloud water

Prauw
 Autoconversion of cloud water to rain

P(r)sacw
 Collection of cloud water by snow adding to rain or snow

Pracw
 Collection of cloud water by rain

Pgacw
 Collection of cloud water by hail/graupel

Prgacw
 Collection of cloud water by hail/graupel adding to rain

Psfw
 Depositional growth of snow at the expense of cloudwater

due to the Bergeron process

Psaci
 Collection of cloud ice by snow

Ps(g)acr
 Collection of rain by snow adding to hail/graupel or snow

Pgacs
 Collection of snow by hail/graupel

Pgaus
 Autoconversion of snow to hail/graupel

Pgracs
 Collection of snow by rain adding to hail/graupel

Prmls
 Melting of snow to rain

Pgacr
 Collection of rain by hail/graupel

Pgfrr
 Homogeneous freezing of rain to hail/graupel

Prmlg
 Melting of hail/graupel to rain
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